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ABSTRACT: The plan and execution of driverless  car that recognizes activity light in genuine condition and plays out 
the activity. Webcam catches the video outlines and are prepared by processing tool straight forwardly. Picture edges 
might be obscured and debased by Gaussian commotion because of movement of vehicle and environmental 
turbulence. Thus, picture improvement is done utilizing shading order calculation and middle channels for the 
identification of shading. Upon the fruitful match Renesas RL78 microcontroller guarantees the order for the execution 
of the vehicle. Ultrasonic sensor is additionally utilized for the deterrent discovery. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Insightful vehicles are turning into a piece of our everyday life. Because of lack of regard of drivers while driving and 
infringement of activity standards, an extensive number of mishaps happen today. Keen Transport Systems (ITS) 
assume an extraordinary part in safe driving and in sparing existences of people on foot and also in sparing time and 
cash. ITS are propelled application. It set up course to determine or limit movement issue. It envelop all methods of 
transport like air, street, ocean, rail and so on . These frameworks are interconnected to the rising advances, for 
example, web, General bundle radio administration (GPRS), Artificial Intelligence, savvy sensors, Geographical 
Information Systems (GIS) and some more. Fundamentally utilized for movement administration situation ,street 
sensor, speed requirement , toll income, vehicle grouping.  
ITS gives awesome significance to the field of street sign identification and acknowledgment as it is a piece of driving 
help framework and self-governing route framework. These frameworks must be quick and hearty to recognize sign 
continuously. 

II. RELATED WORK 
 
 Another PC vision configuration stream for constant location and acknowledgment of activity signs is talked 

about. It builds up a three phase calculation that depends on discovery of activity sign areas utilizing HSV 
shading space, identification of movement signs utilizing discriminative elements and acknowledgment of 
activity signs utilizing interest point descriptors. The advantages of this shading space is to code the shading 
on one single plane rather than three similar to the case in the RGB shading space, or two on account of the 
YUV[3]. With this shading space, identifying hues is exceptionally straightforward since Hue specifically 
gives the shading data. Morphological capacities are utilized for removing shading boxes. The second some 
portion of the calculation handles the sorting and identification of real activity signs from the rundown of limit 
boxes. The last phase of the calculation is the acknowledgment of the movement signs. The key guideline is to 
coordinate the recognized signs to a database (library) of movement sign layouts. Utilizing standard squared 
distinction is clear, be that as it may it neglects to work when the movement signs are bended, stamped or seen 
from an edge. 

 A system utilizing the cell phone/web camera to increment encompassing knowledge and street wellbeing of 
moving vehicles through movement sign ready application[1]. The driver is cautioned of the approaching 
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movement signs in various modes relying upon the client's inclination. Not at all like customary research 
work, this paper stresses on compactness and expandability. Compactness implies there is no extra 
establishment or arrangement of electronic equipment required in the vehicle with a specific end goal to make 
the framework work. Expandability concentrates on the straightforwardness of the movement sign 
acknowledgment yield to different applications inside same equipment gadget or outer gadgets. 

 A strategy for some denial activity signs intended for drivers is proposed[2]. Disallowance movement signs 
have numerous attributes, for example, splendid hues, striking positions, extraordinary shapes, and so forth. 
The shading data in HSI shading space and the symmetry property of circles are utilized to distinguish signs, 
and the Histograms of Oriented Gradients highlight and the closest separation strategy are utilized to 
remember them. There are three primary reasons which will prompt miss location for the proposed 
calculation: far separation, genuine impediment and covering.  

 Perceive movement sign examples utilizing Neural Networks strategy. The pictures are pre-handled with a few 
picture preparing methods, for example, edge strategies, Gaussian channel, Canny edge location, Contour and 
Fit Ellipse. At that point, the Neural Networks stages are performed to perceive the movement sign examples. 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 
 

The figure. 1.,shows block diagram of proposed system.Traffic Sign recognition system is a part of driverless car to 
automatically recognize and change the direction of the driverless car automatically based on the traffic signs. In this 
project an efficient real time sign detection system is proposed for Indian traffic signs. Images frames are captured 
using Web camera and are processed directly. Image frames may be blurred and corrupted by Gaussian noise due to 
motion of vehicle and atmospheric turbulence. Hence Image enhancement is done using median filter and nonlinear 
Lucy-Richardson for de-convolution. Color segmentation using YcBcRcolor space along with shape filtering through 
template matching of color detected candidates are used to detect sign from images as color and shape easily 
distinguishes a sign from its background. Based on the detected road sign the movement of driverless car is changed. 
Recordings packaging are found using a web camera proceeded with driverless car and are obtained by PC with 
particular processing tool, examined to get pictures according to a particular packaging rate. These photos are set up for 
picture update as shown by regular conditions. The shading division is used for recognizable proof of the sign inside 
the photo. Objects with practically identical shading (red or green) as that of development sign may moreover be 
segmented good and gone as sign contender. To channel these contender objects shape division is used further to 
perceive certified action sign and to which class it has a place with. The acknowledgment organize must be snappy and 
capable to quicken the count of the constant distinguishing proof structure. 

 
Figure. 1. Block diagram  
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The discovered bundling is a RGB picture. Since the signs are red in shading, the camera picture is subtracted from a 
red photograph of a practically identical confirmation for the affirmation of signs. This development is performed 
utilizing "imsubtract" work. The following picture is changed over into joined edge utilizing "imzbw" work which fills 
the red spots in the photograph by ones while every single other shading are separate with zeros. A separating operation 
is then performed to purge things containing less number of related pixels utilizing "bwareaopen" work. The straggling 
leftovers of the things in the photograph are checked utilizing "bwlabel" work. The output from PC ie the process done 
on MATLAB  is inputted to hardware system here MAX232(RS232) acts as intermediate i.e performs receive and 
transmit operation. MAX232 then gives data to Renesas R5F100LE microcontroller, if the traffic light is green in color 
then the motor wheels starts its rotation if else if traffic light is in red color the wheels stops its rotation. Moreover the 
HC-SR04 Ultrasonic sensors are used for obstacle detection. Fig2 shows the architecture.  

 
 

Figure. 2. System Architecture 
 

SYSTEM MODEL: 
 
The system model flow in figure 3 shows how the captured video frames are processed using color classification 

method. Pre-processing, Sign extraction and classification are the three stages where the captured frames are processed 
and identification of color is made. Based on the identified color further process are done through hardware model and 
result is shown. 

 
There are 3 modules 

1. Sensing module. 
2. Processing module. 
3. Controlling module. 
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Figure. 3. System Model Flow 

 
Sensing module: Firstly, webcam is used to sense the traffic light and allows for further processing for identifying the 
particular color.  
Second is the ultrasonic sensor, through ultrasonic sensor the obstacle is identifies in front of vehicle. Ultrasonic Sensor 
HC-SR 04 is primarily used to recognize hindrance, alongside this Buzzer is utilized as a part of the framework which 
make a beep sound when impediment is distinguished. Fig3 shows the flow chart of sensing module. 

 
Figure 4. Flowchart for Sensing Module 

 
Processing module: Fig4 shows the flow chart of processing module. Here, video frames are captured and properties 
are set then the particular color component are subtracted from grey scale then median filters are applied to filter out 
noise. Then the image is converted to binary form after this blob analysis is applied. Blob analysis is a application in 
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which the objects being inspected are clearly discernible from the background. Finally, it identify the color and its 
output is taken as input to hardware module where further controlling action is handled. 
 

 
Figure 5. Flowchart for Processing module 

 
 
Controlling module: Microcontroller plays a main role in controlling the activity. Fig 5 shows the flow chart of the 
module. Based on the data received from the RS232 and Ultrasonic sensor the Renesas RL78 takes control of stepper 
motor in rotation of wheels. 

 
Figure 6. Flowchart for Controlling module 
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IV. RESULTS 
 
The main thing here is to control the driverless car by identifying traffic light itself. MATLAB tool is use for 

identifying the colors ie red and green. Based on the color the further process will occur. If the output from matab is 
green the microcontroller commands the stepper motor to allow  the vehicle wheels to move forward and in case of red 
color the microcontroller will command the stepper motor to stop the wheels from rotation. Along with this if any 
obstacle is identified in front of vehicle while the vehicle in its forward motion the ultrasonic sensor informs the 
microcontroller to stop the wheels immediately. 

The figure 6 shows the snapshot of hardware model. The PC with MATLAB tool will be connected to this model 
with UART cable . As per the color detection the process will occure. 

 

 
 

Figure 7. Snapshot of Model 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 

Innovation for unmanned vehicle is getting to be as a propelled innovation. Individuals are utilizing it as a pattern and 
furthermore exceptionally inspired by it. Hence, flag light discovery is imperative many innovative work have been 
finished. In, this paper we are utilizing shading discovery system in process to recognize movement light. Red and 
Green signs lights are identified effectively, in light of the distinguished shading further operation is done. In light of 
the shading i.e. on the off chance that red shading is identified the vehicle wheels will stop its revolution and if green is 
recognized the wheels will proceed with its forward pivot. Alongside this ultrasonic sensor is utilized to recognize any 
deterrent in the way of vehicle.This can applied for road sign board detection and movement according to it. Anti-lock 
breaking system(ABS) that allows the wheels of vehicle to maintain tractive contact with the road surface.This can be 
the application that can applied in future. 
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